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Founded in 2002, Spartan Doors has developed into an efficient 
door manufacturer for standard and specialised projects.
Our fast, high quality products resulted in the company moving to a production facility twice its size 
in 2015, although continued growth means the company is developing land for an even larger  
facility. Through this we have expanded to work with and supply builders, carpenters as well as 
large private and government infrastructure projects. Our extensive product range includes fire 
proof doors, bullet proof doors, cyclone proof doors and blast doors. Our commitment to the lead 
time and quality of products, research and development, our team and environmental impact remain 
a priority to ensure the best product is delivered to the customer.

COMPANY SUMMARY

INDUSTRIES WE SERVE
  Healthcare

  Aged Care

  Education

  Government Housing

  Community Hubs

  Mining

  Energy

  Transport Infrastructure

  Transportable Buildings

  Defence

WHY SPARTAN DOORS?
  Fastest lead times in the industry

  Experienced in specialised products

  Successful track record in different industries

  Latest manufacturing technology

  Upcoming ISO 9001 accreditation

  World class team

  Environmental sustainability



OUR STRENGTHS 
LEAD TIMES
We believe the key to our success in Australia is our fast lead times in a competitive 
industry. Therefore, we are constantly analysing and testing new methods to remain 
at the forefront for our customers. This is done through market research or purchasing 
equipment to increase our quality and output. Unlike our competitors, Spartan Doors 
has a history of producing custom frames and doors since its inception in Cardiff,  
New South Wales. This means we have the capability, knowledge and experience to 
consistently deliver a wide range of products to our customers.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT   
Spartan Doors is constantly researching and experimenting with new methods to meet 
and exceed our customers requirements. Specifically, we analyse new fabrication  
techniques to combine with new products entering the industry. As a whole, Spartan 
Doors is currently developing land for a new manufacturing facility and will undergo  
ISO 9001 accreditation in 2021. Other developments in the company include the  
addition of new CNC machines for door and frame profiling as well as our first  
international project in Papua New Guinea. This demonstrates Spartan Doors  
commitment to research and development ensuring we continue to provide short lead 
time, high quality products.

OUR TEAM  
In order to run a successful business you need a skilled and experienced team.  
Over the years Spartan Doors has assembled a world class team dedicated to  
delivering high quality products to our customers. Naturally, the development of these 
staff is important to the company, so Spartan Doors continues to establish close  
relationships with industry specific RTO’s. We believe this is the best way for our staff 
to gain nationally recognised vocational qualifications. Furthermore, the company  
conducts regular industry training to uphold quality standards.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
Despite having the most efficient production system on the market, Spartan Doors 
strives for environmental sustainability. We offer our products and services to Green 
Star accredited projects and minimise company offcuts and waste within our in house 
operation. This allows us to mitigate environmental damage created from unnecessary 
production steps and transportation. We follow a strict criterion to recycle any waste 
where possible and if it cannot be recycled, Spartan Doors implements alternatives 
uses for the offcuts (such as packaging and donations) to align with the company’s 
aim of sustainability. 



Spartan Doors has grown from a low volume manufacturer in New 
South Wales to supplying and delivering projects across Australia and 
now abroad. Our high quality products coupled with the fastest lead 
times in the industry is responsible for this growth.
Our capabilities, excellent team and experience makes Spartan Doors the right choice for your company.
Below is a list of our door and frame capabilities with the relevant accreditations.
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   Fire Rated & Smoke Doors (AS1530.4, AS1905.1)

   Flush Panel Doors - Hollow, Semi Solid, Solid 
(AS2688)

   Life Safety Doors (AS1905.1, AS1530.4-2005, 
AS1530.7-2007)

   Blast Doors (BS476: Part 22: 1987)

   Cyclone Doors (AS1170.2)

   Acoustic Doors (AS1276.1, AS1905.1, AS1530.4)

   Bullet Proof Doors (AS/NZS 2343:1997 level R2)

   Radiation / Lead Lined Doors

   Bushfire Attack Level (BAL) Rated Doors 
(AS3959-2009, AS1530.4, AS1905.1)

   Stainless Steel Doors

   Steel Security Doors

   Strong Room / Panic Room Doors

   Substation Doors (AS1530.4, AS1905.1)

   Pressure Doors

  Pressed Metal Door Frames

  Timber Frames (KDHW & MDF)
  Split Door Frames

  Pre-hung Door Systems

  SCM 5-Axis CNC (up to 3M x 1.2M)

  SCM 3-Axis CNC (up to 3M x 1.2M)

   Multi Level 150T Door Press (up to 3M x 1.3M)

   Holzer Vertical Panel Saw (4.8M x 1.8M)

  CNC Plasma Cutter (3M x 1.2M)

  CNC Press Brake (80T)

  Several Vacuum Cranes

DOOR CAPABILITIES

FRAME CAPABILITIES

MACHINERY CAPABILITIES
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